The important limiting factors in high-gradient accelerator structure operation are dark current capture, RF breakdown and electron multipacting. These processes involve both primary and secondary electron field emission and produce plasma and X-rays. To better understand these phenomena, we have simulated dark current generation and transport in a linac structure and a square-bend waveguide, both high power tested at SLAC. For these simulations, we use the parallel, time-domain, unstructured-grid code T a d P and the particle tracking module Track3P. In this paper, we present numerical results and their comparison with measurements on energy spectrum of electrons transmitted in a 30-cell structure and of X-rays emitted from the square-bend waveguide.
INTRODUCTION
. .~ The X-Band linac R&D for the NLC focuses on developing high gradient accelerating structures to increase linac efficiency and thereby lower the machine cost. In high power tests however, it was found that RF breakdown and dark current generation have prevented the structures from reaching their design gradients. These limiting factors are complex processes for which theoretical understanding is lacking especially when they occur in complicated 3D geometries. Recent advances in parallel code development made by the Advanced Computations Department (ACD) at SLAC have led to a simulation capability for studying dark current and W breakdown in realistic structures under experimental conditions. A particle tracking module in 3D -TracWP has been developed with complete surface physics included, which is interoperable with fields generated either by the parallel eigensolver O m e g d P for standing wave structures, or by the time-domain field solver T a 3 P for traveling wave structures. We present simulation results from TracWPmau3P to two applications with measured data.
SIMULATION CODES

Tau3p
This code is a time-domain parallel solver 
Track3p
Particle tracking module [2] uses E and B fields from Tau3p to push particles using the Boris scheme for the motion eauations: High power test on a 90 degree square bend provided measured X-ray data to allow the secondary emission model in Track3P be Benchmarked on a simple geometry experiments are due to elastically-scattered secondary electrons. 
30-CELLS HIGH-GRADIENT STRUCTURE
,
SQUARE BEND SIMULATION
Square bend waveguide (Fig. 3a) used at NLCTA to uanspon SLED I1 output power to suuctures. Electric and magnetic fields are shown at Fig. 3b . Realistic simulations needed to understand underlying processes in the structure. Distributed model on a mesh of half million hexahedral elements (Fig.6) for T a 3 P simulation of field evolution. Field distribution shown at Fig& and dark current evolution at Fig.8 . 
CONCLUSIONS
Numerical simulations of Dark Current problem in high-gradient accelerating structure help for better understanding the physical phenomena in high power. It will be useful for design of rf-components of future Linacs.
